KÖMMERLING NAXOS
The individual hinged shutter system

Give your home that

special face.
K Ö M M E R L I N G N A X O S.

Hinged shutters give your home that special southern charm. And you have a wide range of
colours and many interesting woodgrain laminates to help you make the right choice – exactly
to your taste, just as you pictured it.
KÖMMERLING hinged shutters profit from the special material properties of PVC-U. They are
particularly easy care with virtually permanent durability. Hinged shutters provide a lot more
than just the perfect privacy: protection from the wind and weather, cold and heat, yet also
burglary and theft.
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What makes life in the
summer sun and heat
more liveable than the
pleasant shade? Here
hinged shutters have been
the established means
of effective insulation for
centuries. The shadows
cast by the slats create
a Mediterranean air and
a relaxing atmosphere
inviting you to let it all
hang out.

Hinged shutters present
an effective check to wind
and weather. Moreover
they generate an air
cushion between inside
and outside. Heat then
stays inside and cold
outside – an important
contribution towards
keeping your energy
costs low. This air cushion
also enhances sound
insulation. Noise is kept
outside, and peace and
quiet inside.

Hinged shutters give a
characteristic face to the
whole house. Hinged
shutters take up a
considerable part of the
facade area and so utilise
their classical charm to
afford a key contribution
to the elevated style and
outward appearance of
your home.

Product features:
Highest variability in fitted panelling
and slats. Variants possible with closed
or inclined slats and in ventilation
positions. Likewise board and sheet
panelling for the exclusion of light.
Available as hinged, folding, and sliding
shutters for old and new buildings.
The hinged shutter can be installed
directly on the window or wall.
High stability thanks to metal reinforced
hinged shutter frame.
Perfect privacy, sunshade, thermal
insulation, and weather protection.
Wide range of plain colours and
woodgrains.
Easy to clean and low maintenance.
All profiles produced with the environmentally friendly calcium-zinc stabiliser
“greenline”.

Ventilation

Safety and security

An effect that makes the
hinged shutter so unique:
cooling air can come in,
but the sun stays outside.
In the protective shade
of the closed shutters
you can therefore leave
your window open for as
long as you want, without
having to fear the heat of
the sun.

Today’s hinged shutters
are also designed to fulfil
an important function in
keeping out unwanted
guests. As an additional
obstacle they put an
effective stop to easy
entry and so give you a
feeling of warmth and
security.
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